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SCIENCE

Divid Lend at 100 percent a Year
Ilars and cents, how- much does. society get back for its investment
In do]

in resea: rch and development? Raymond Ewell of the National Science
Foundattion recently examined this question [Chemical and Engineering
News 33}, 2980 (1955)]. Reasonable assumptions led to the estimate that in
the Unitted States the return averages from 100 to 200 percent a year for
25 years;. Over the course of 25 years, society gets back $2500 to $5000 for
every $1100 spent on research and development. Some of Ewell's figures
are pret tty speculative, but even if there is a large error in the estimated
return, research and development appears, on a strictly financial basis, to
be a firsst-class investment. Confirmation came from a chemical company
and an oil company that had independently estimated their returns at 200
and 160 percent per year, respectively.
Ewell s -method-.consisted essentially of estimating.. the portion of the
gross na ttional product of the year 1953 that we would not have had without
the research and development activities of the preceding 25 years, estimating the total researeh and development costs of those 25 years, and
computiing the percentage return. He- also pointed out some interesting
facts ab)out the growth of research and development-.expenditures in the
United States. Growth has been exponential; from 1776 to 1954 we spent
close to $40 billion, and half of that was spent after 1948. Research and
develop oment expenses are increasing at a rate of 10 percent per year and
have grzown from 'O.1 percent of gross national product in 1920 to 1.1- percent in 1955. If growth continues at this rate, the total is likely to fall between $ 5.1 and- $5.4 billion in 1960 and between $6.3 and $6.9 billion in
1965.

Elem entary caution tells one that the quotient of a problem in division

badly off by an error in either the divisor or the dividend.
Ewell biad to estimate past research and development expenditures, the
total retturn from research and development, and the portion of that return
to credi to research and development as distinct from the. capital investment
a
and otbher expenses necessary to produce and market new or improved
productts. He also had to decide what types of-'s"cientific costs to include;
for exai.mple, he did not include the cost of educating the scientists and
enginee: rs engaged in research and development, or the cost of maintaining
th il 1ege and universities that provide fundamental nourishment to' the
country''s whole scientific effort. These estimates can be made most accurately ffor industrial- developments. In contrast, what a guessing game it
would Ibe to try to estimate society's returns from the insignificant cost of
the. resccarch of Maxwell, Faraday, and the other pioneers in electricity.
Despiiite-its margi.n of 'uncertainty, -Ewell's anaLyis of- the economics of
researcih provides a fascinating basis for speculating over the future of research imanagement and-policy. Speculation in a lighter vein is also provoked.jA broker, apparently assuming we have money to invest, has recently
been favoring us-with persuasively written descriptions of the future prosf a number of common -stocks. Imagine the prospectus that could be
written on the basis of Ewell's calculations if Research and Development
r r s:;ited was listed on the New York Stock Exchange.- D.W.-
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